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Abstract
Waka is a form of traditional Japanese poetry with a 1300-year history. In this paper, we
attempt to semi-automatically discover instances of poetic allusion, or more generally, to 2nd
similar poems in anthologies of Waka poems. One reasonable approach would be to arrange all
possible pairs of poems in two anthologies in decreasing order of similarity values, and to scru-
tinize high-ranked pairs by human e5ort. The means of de2ning similarity between Waka poems
plays a key role in this approach. In this paper, we generalize existing (dis)similarity measures
into a uniform framework, called string resemblance systems, and using this framework, we de-
velop new similarity measures suitable for 2nding similar poems. Using the measures, we report
successful results in 2nding instances of poetic allusion between two anthologies Kokin-Shu and
Shin-Kokin-Shu. Most interestingly, we have found an instance of poetic allusion that has never
before been pointed out in the long history of Waka research. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Waka is a form of traditional Japanese poetry with a 1300-year history. A Waka
poem is in the form of Tanka, namely, it has 2ve lines and 31 syllables, arranged thus:
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Poem alluded to. (Kokin-ShFu #147) Anonymous.
HO-TO-TO-KI-SU
NA-KA-NA-KU-SA-TO-NO
A-MA-TA-A-RE-HA
NA-HO-U-TO-MA-RE-NU
O-MO-FU-MO-NO-KA-RA
Oh, Cuckoo, you sing
Now here, now there, all about,
In a hundred villages.
So I feel you are estranged to me,
Though I think you are dear to me.
Allusive-variation. (Shin-Kokin-ShFu #216) Saionji Kintsune.
HO-TO-TO-KI-SU
NA-HO-U-TO-MA-RE-NU
KO-KO-RO-KA-NA
NA-KA-NA-KU-SA-TO-NO
YO-SO-NO-YU-FU-KU-RE
Oh, Cuckoo, you must be singing
In some other villages now.
But in this twilight,
I cannot feel you are estranged to me,
Though you are not here with me.
Fig. 1. An example of Honkadori. The hyphens ‘-’ are inserted between syllables, each of which was written
as one kana character, although romanized here. One can see that every syllable consists of either a single
vowel or a consonant and a vowel. Thus, there can be no consonantal clusters and every syllable ends in
one of the 2ve vowels a, e, i, o, u.
2ve–seven–2ve–seven–seven. 3 Since one syllable is basically represented by one kana
character in Japanese, a Waka poem consists of 31 kana characters.
Waka poetry has been central to the history of Japanese literature, and has been
studied extensively by many scholars. Most interestingly, Fujiwara-no-Teika (1162–
1241), one of the greatest Waka poets, is also known as a great scholar who established
a theory of rhetorical devices in Waka poetry.
One important device is Honkadori (poetic allusion), a technique based on speci2c
allusion to earlier famous poems, subtly changing a few words to relate it to the new
circumstances. It was much admired when skillfully handled. This device was 2rst
consciously used as a sophisticated technique by Teika’s father Fujiwara-no-Shunzei
(1114–1204) and then established both theoretically and practically by Teika himself,
although its use had begun in earlier times. Fig. 1 shows an example of Honkadori.
For interpretations of poems utilizing this device, one must know the poems to
which they allude. Although the poems alluded to might be obvious and well-known
at the time of writing, they are not so for present-day researchers. The task of 2nding
instances of Honkadori has been carried out, up until now, exclusively by human e5ort.
Although the size of each anthology is not very large (a few thousand poems at most),
the number of combinations between two anthologies is on the order of millions.
There have been few studies on Honkadori, especially in private anthologies. If we
could gather instances of Honkadori, suLcient both in quality and quantity, it will be
possible to build up a new body of theory about this rhetorical device, by analyzing
how poems alluded to earlier poems.
3 The term Waka originally meant Japanese poetry as opposed to Chinese poetry, but it is frequently used
as a synonym for Tanka (short poem), which is the clearly dominant form of Japanese poetry, although
Nagauta (long poem) and SedFoka (head-repeated poem) are also included in the term Waka.
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In this paper, we attempt to semi-automatically extract similar poems from Shinpen-
Kokkataikan, an accumulation of about 450,000 Waka poems in machine-readable form.
The main purpose, but not the only one, is to identify instances of Honkadori. Dis-
covered aLnities between Waka poems could also provide evidence to prove that the
poems were originally identical and that only a small portion has been changed acciden-
tally or intentionally while being copied by hand. Pursuing reasons for such di5erences
will provide clues on how the poems have been received and handed down histori-
cally. It is also possible that the discovered aLnities could be a reMection of literary
relationships among their authors.
One reasonable approach to 2nding similar Waka poems would be to arrange all
possible pairs of poems in decreasing order of similarity values, and to academically
scrutinize only the 2rst 100 pairs, for example. A means to de2ne similarities between
Waka poems plays a key role in this approach.
It is, however, simplistic to consider that there is a unique best measure for our
purpose. There are various ways of composing a poem based on an earlier one, and
2nding pairs of similar poems is signi2cant, even when they are not instances of
Honkadori in the narrow sense de2ned by Teika. Moreover, the goodness of similarity
measures varies depending upon researchers and their particular interests. Researchers
have therefore to choose an appropriate measure from the existing measures, or design
a new one. However, there is a risk of being ad-hoc in such a scenario. For these
reasons, the authors believe that it is most important to build up a uniform framework
for similarity measures, by which researchers can Mexibly design and modify their
measures according to the resemblance they wish to quantify.
Traditionally, the scheme of weighted edit distance with a weight matrix has been
used to quantify aLnities between strings such as DNA sequences (see, e.g., [6]).
This scheme, however, requires 2ne tuning by hand-coding, or a heuristic criterion of
many weights in a matrix. The number of weights is proportional to the square of the
alphabet size.
As an alternative idea, we introduce a new framework called string resemblance
systems (SRSs). In this framework, the similarity of two strings is evaluated using
a pattern that matches both, with support by an appropriate function that associates
the quantity of resemblance to candidate patterns. This framework covers most of the
existing similarity (dissimilarity) measures of strings, such as the edit distance, the
Hamming distance, and the weighted edit distance.
Using this framework we develop, from di5erent viewpoints, three similarity mea-
sures for dealing with similarity between Waka poems. The 2rst similarity measure is
based on line-order alternation and on the patterns with variable-length-don’t-cares.
This measure is suitable for 2nding instances of Honkadori. In fact, using this measure,
we compared two anthologies Kokin-ShFu (1111 poems) and Shin-Kokin-ShFu (2005 po-
ems), which are known as the best two of the 21 imperial anthologies and have been
studied most extensively. The results are:
• Of the most similar 73 of the over 2,000,000 combinations, 50 pairs were in fact
instances of Honkadori.
• The 55th similar pair was an instance of Honkadori that has never been pointed out
in the long history of such research.
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The second and the third measures are based on the order-free patterns in order to
cope with word-order alternation. These two measures di5er in that the pattern-score
function of the third measure depends on the rarity of a common pattern within a
given large collection of poems, whereas that of the second is de2ned syntactically.
The idea of rarity is proved to be e5ective in identifying only close aLnities which
are seldom seen elsewhere.
This work is a multidisciplinary study involving researchers in both literature and
computer science. In fact, the second and third authors are, respectively, a Waka re-
searcher and a linguist in the Japanese language. This paper is written based on [14].
2. Uniform framework for string similarity
It is considered that two objects have necessarily a common structure if they seem
‘similar’, and the degree of similarity depends upon the value of the common structure.
Based on this intuition, we generalize the existing similarity measures into a uniform
framework, which regards similarity of two strings as the maximum score of a pattern
that matches both of them. The di5erences between the measures are therefore the
choices of:
• pattern set to which common patterns belong, and
• pattern-score function, which assigns a score to each pattern.
We describe a similarity measure as a formal system, called a string resemblance
system (SRS), consisting of a pattern set and a pattern-score function. This de2nition
of string similarity is considered a generalization of the alignment-based de2nition [6].
In this section, we brieMy sketch existing similarity (dissimilarity) measures, and
show the alignment-based de2nition. Next, we give the de2nition of SRSs, and describe
several existing measures in terms of SRSs. Then we introduce some subclasses of
SRSs and discuss the computational complexity of computing the similarity of two
strings.
2.1. Preliminaries
The set of strings over an alphabet  is denoted by ∗. The length of a string u is
denoted by |u|. The empty string, denoted by , is the unique string of length 0. Let
+ =∗ − {}. The ith symbol of a string w is denoted by w[i] for 16i6|w|, and
the factor of a string w that begins at position i and ends at position j is denoted by
w[i : j] for 16i6j6|w|. For convenience, let w[i : j] =  for j¡i. The total length
of strings in a subset S of ∗ is denoted by ‖S‖. Let us denote by R the set of real
numbers.
2.2. An overview of existing measures
One common, and simple, formalization of distance between strings is the edit dis-
tance, which is often referred to as the Levenshtein distance. It is de2ned as the
minimum number of editing operations needed for converting one string into the other.
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abd ac
Fig. 2. Alignment of acdeba and abdac.
The editing operations allowed are the insertion, deletion, and substitution of one sym-
bol. The edit distance between the strings acdeba and abdac is 4, because the former
can be converted into the latter by applying an edit operation four times:
acdeba⇒ abdeba⇒ abdba⇒ abda⇒ abdac:
If we allow only the substitution operation, we obtain the Hamming distance.
A generalization of the edit distance is the so-called weighted edit distance, where
each edit operation has a weight depending upon the symbol(s) involved. That is,
weight(a; b) speci2es the weight of substituting symbol a for symbol b, and weight(a; )
and weight(; b) specify the weights of deleting symbol a and inserting symbol b,
respectively. The distance between two strings is then de2ned to be the minimum
sum of weights in conversion of one string into the other. Usually we assume that
weight(a; a)= 0, weight(a; b)=weight(b; a), and weight(a; b) + weight(b; c)¿
weight(a; c).
An alternative (and often preferred) de2nition of the weighted edit distance is based
on the notion of alignment of strings. The alignment-based de2nition is equivalent
to that based on the edit operations, whenever weight(a; a)= 0 and weight(a; b) +
weight(b; c)¿weight(a; c) ([17]). Fig. 2 shows an alignment of the strings acdeba
and abdac, which corresponds to the above conversion of the strings. The pairs of
symbols that are not involved in any edit operation are written one above the other
with a vertical bar. The second symbols c and b of the two strings are aligned without
a vertical bar, and such a pair corresponds to substitution. The unaligned symbols op-
posed to a blank symbol correspond to insertion or deletion. Formal discussion follows:
Let
B =
{[
a
b
]∣∣∣∣ a; b ∈  ∪ {} and ab 
= 
}
and we call the elements of B the alignment primitives. A sequence
[
a1
b1
]
· · ·
[
a‘
b‘
]
of alignment primitives in B is said to be an alignment of two strings x; y∈+ if
x= a1 : : : a‘ and y= b1 : : : b‘. We de2ne the score of alignment to be
∑‘
i=1 weight(ai; bi).
For example, the alignment of Fig. 2 is described as
[
a
a
] [
c
b
] [
d
d
] [
e

] [
b

] [
a
a
] [

c
]
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and the score of this alignment is weight(a; a)+weight(c; b)+weight(d; d)+weight(e; )+
weight(b; )+weight(a; a)+weight(; c). Then, the weighted edit distance between two
given strings x and y can be de2ned as the minimum score of their alignments. As
shown in [6], the alignment-based scheme can be extended to handle the so-called gap
penalty if we allow the alignment primitives of the forms [w ] and [

w ] with w∈+.
It can also cope with the edit operation transposition (see e.g., [16]), by allowing the
alignment primitives of the form [ abba ] with a; b∈.
In practical applications such as biological sequence comparisons, it is often prefer-
able to measure similarity rather than distance between two given strings. In dealing
with string similarity, Gus2eld [6] pointed out that the language of alignments is more
convenient than the language of edit operations. The de2nition of similarity is al-
most the same as for the weighted edit distance above, except the maximum score
among all possible alignments is used instead of the minimum. For example, letting
weight(a; b)= 1, if a= b, and otherwise weight(a; b)= 0, the optimal alignment prob-
lem becomes the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem. We call the similarity
measure in this case the LCS measure.
2.3. String resemblance systems
As described so far, the alignment-based scheme seems to have suLcient descriptive
power. We note that an alignment of two strings can be viewed as a common pattern
for them. For example, the above example of alignment corresponds to the pattern
a(c+ b)d(e+ )(b+ )a(c+ ):
If we assign a weight to each pattern element, such as a, (c+ b), (e+ ), in the same
way as the assignment of weights to alignment primitives, then the similarity of the
two strings is the maximum sum of the weights of pattern elements. Alternatively, if
we choose the set of patterns with variable-length-don’t-cares and de2ne the score of
a pattern to be the number of symbols in it, then the LCS measure is obtained. In
fact, the strings acdeba and abdac have a common pattern a∗d∗a∗, which contains
three symbols. We can thus express a similarity measure as a combination of a set of
patterns and a pattern-score function that maps a pattern to a real number.
Formal discussion follows: A pattern system is a triple 〈;; L〉 of a 2nite alphabet
, a set  of descriptions called patterns, and a function L that maps a pattern in 
to a language L()⊆∗. A pattern  in  matches a string w in ∗ if w belongs
to L(). Also, a pattern  in  is a common pattern of strings w1 and w2 in ∗, if
 matches both of them. Usually, a set  of patterns is expressed as a set of strings
over an alphabet ∪X , where X is a 2nite alphabet that is disjoint to .
Denition 1. A string resemblance system (SRS) is a quadruple 〈;; L; score〉, where
〈;; L〉 is a pattern system, and score is a pattern-score function that maps a pattern in
 to a real number. We assume that the function score is polynomial-time computable.
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The similarity SIM(x; y) between strings x and y with respect to an SRS
〈;; L; score〉 is de2ned by
SIM(x; y)= max{score() |  ∈  and x; y∈L()}:
When the set {score() | ∈ and x; y∈L()} is empty or the maximum does not
exist, SIM(x; y) is unde2ned.
The above de2nition regards the similarity computation as optimal pattern discovery
[13,2]. Thus, our framework bridges a gap between similarity computation and pattern
discovery.
We note that more than one SRS can de2ne one similarity measure in general. We
say that two SRSs are equivalent if they de2ne a unique similarity measure.
2.4. Homomorphic SRSs
Here, we introduce an important subclass of SRSs, which covers most of the well-
known and well-studied similarity (dissimilarity) measures, including the edit distance,
the weighted edit distance, the Hamming distance, and the LCS measure.
Denition 2. A pattern system 〈;; L〉 is homomorphic, if
(1) =(∪)∗, where  is a (possibly in2nite) set of wildcards with ∩= ∅,
and
(2) L: (∪)∗→ 2∗ is a homomorphism such that L(c)= {c} for any c∈ and
L(12)=L(1)L(2) for any 1; 2∈(∪)∗.
Denition 3. A pattern-score function score de2ned on (∪)∗ is homomorphic, if
score(12)= score(1) + score(2) for any 1; 2∈(∪)∗.
A homomorphic pattern-score function is linear-time computable for a 2nite , since
we can store, in a table, the values score() for all  in ∪. However, this is not true
for an in2nite . In this case, each element  of  is described as a string over some
2nite alphabet, and the complexity of computing score() is measured as a function
of the description length of . By the assumption in De2nition 1, the function score
should be polynomial-time computable.
Denition 4. An SRS 〈;; L; score〉 is homomorphic, if the pattern system 〈;; L〉
and the pattern-score function score are homomorphic.
When  is 2xed, a homomorphic SRS 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 is determined only by
specifying:
(1) the set  of wildcards,
(2) the limitation L′ of the mapping L to the domain , and
(3) the limitation score′ of the mapping score to the domain ∪.
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Note that the three items form an SRS 〈; ; L′; score′〉. We say that this SRS in-
duces the homomorphic SRS 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉. We also say that the pattern system
〈; ; L′〉 induces the homomorphic pattern system 〈; (∪)∗; L〉.
As stated above, the class of homomorphic SRSs covers most of the known similarity
(dissimilarity) measures. For example, the edit distance falls into this class. Let = { }
where  is the wildcard that matches the empty string and any symbol in , namely,
L( )=∪{}. Let score( )= − 1 and score(c)= 0 for all c∈. Then, the similarity
measure de2ned by this homomorphic SRS is the same as the edit distance except that
the values are non-positive. Similarly, the Hamming distance can be de2ned by using
the wildcard  that matches any symbol in .
We can de2ne the LCS measure by using the wildcard ? that matches any string
in ∗. Namely, the LCS measure is de2ned as the homomorphic SRS induced by the
SRS 〈; {?}; L; score〉 such that L(?)=∗, and score(?)= 0 and score(c)= 1 for
any c∈.
The weighted edit distance can also be de2ned as a homomorphic SRS in which the
wildcards  (a|b) (a; b∈∪{} and a 
= b) such that L( (a|b))= {a; b} are introduced,
and score( (a|b)) is the weight assigned to an edit operation a→ b.
The idea of a gap penalty (see, e.g., [6]) can be realized by introducing the wild-
cards of the form [w] with L([w])= {; w} for all w∈+. Note that in this case,
= {[w] |w∈+} contains an in2nite number of wildcards.
2.5. Complexity of similarity computation for homomorphic SRSs
Before discussing the complexity of computing similarity between strings, we exam-
ine the computational complexity of the matching problem of a pattern system.
Denition 5. PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈;; L〉.
Given a string w in ∗ and a pattern  in , determine whether w∈L().
Theorem 1. Let 〈; (∪)∗; FL〉 be the homomorphic pattern system induced by a
pattern system 〈; ; L〉. If PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈; ; L〉 is polynomial-time solvable,
then PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈; (∪)∗; FL〉 is also polynomial-time solvable.
Proof. Let a string w∈∗ and a pattern = [1 : m] ([i]∈∪ for i=1; : : : ; m) be
the input to PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈; (∪)∗; L〉. We build from w and  a context-
free grammar G such that G derives w if and only if w∈L(). Since the recognition
problem of context-free grammars is polynomial-time solvable, we have only to con-
sider the construction of the grammar. The grammar G is de2ned as follows. Let 
be the set of wildcards ∈ that appear within the pattern . Note that  has a
cardinality of at most m, even if  is in2nite. The non-terminals of G are the symbols
in  and newly introduced symbols S1; : : : ; Sm, where Sm is designated as the start
symbol. The production rules of G are
{Si → Si−1[i] | 16 i 6 m} ∪ { → u |  ∈  and u is a substring of w};
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where S0 = . The grammar G can be constructed in polynomial time, and therefore
we can determine whether w∈L() in polynomial time.
Next, we consider the complexity of similarity computation.
Denition 6. SIMILARITY COMPUTATION W.R.T. 〈;; L; score〉.
Given two strings w1; w2∈∗, 2nd a pattern ∈ with {w1; w2}⊆L() that maximizes
score().
Computation of the weighted edit distance between two given strings x and y can be
viewed as computation of the lowest scoring paths from node (0; 0) to node (|x|; |y|)
in the weighted grid graph (see e.g., [18]), a directed (acyclic) weighted graph where
the vertices are the (|x| + 1) × (|y| + 1) points of the grid with rows 0; : : : ; |x| and
columns 0; : : : ; |y|. The computation can be performed in O(|x||y|) time by dynamic
programming [6].
A similar discussion is possible for the class of homomorphic SRSs, with some
modi2cation of the de2nition of a weighted grid graph.
Denition 7. The weighted grid graph for two strings x; y∈∗ with respect to a ho-
momorphic SRS 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 is a labeled, directed acyclic graph such that the
vertices are {(i; j) | 06i6|x| and 06j6|y|}, and an edge from (i1; j1) to (i2; j2) ex-
ists if and only if 06i16i26|x|, 06j16j26|y|, (i1; j1) 
=(i2; j2), and both the strings
x[i1 + 1 : i2] and y[j1 + 1 : j2] belong to L() for some  in ∪, and the edge is
labeled with the maximum of score() over all such .
Once the weighted grid graph is constructed from given strings x and y, the high-
est scoring path from (0; 0) to (|x|; |y|) can be computed in linear time with re-
spect to the number of edges in the graph. Therefore, we have only to consider
constructing the graph from the given strings eLciently. In the construction, com-
putation of the set Match(w)= {∈∪ |w∈L()} for a string w in ∗ is
central.
Theorem 2. Let 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 be a homomorphic SRS. If the set Match(w)
can be enumerated in polynomial time with respect to |w| for an arbitrary string
w∈∗, then SIMILARITY COMPUTATION W.R.T. 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 is polynomial-time
solvable.
Proof. We construct the weighted grid graph for given strings x and y with respect
to the SRS 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉. For any pair of distinct vertices (i1; j1) and (i2; j2)
such that 06i16i26|x| and 06j16j26|y|, compute the intersection of Match(x[i1 +
1 : i2]) and Match(y[j1 + 1 : j2]). If the intersection is not empty, create an edge
from (i1; j1) to (i2; j2) labeled with the maximum of score() for  in the intersec-
tion. Since we assumed in De2nition 1 that a pattern-score function is polynomial-
time computable, the weighted grid graph can be built in polynomial
time.
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For a 2nite , we can compute the set Match(w) for a string w∈∗ by
M := ∅;
for each  ∈ S ∪  do
if w ∈ L() then M := M ∪ {};
therefore the set Match(w) can be enumerated in polynomial time, if  is 2nite and
PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈; ; L〉 is polynomial-time solvable.
Corollary 1. Let 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 be a homomorphic SRS. Suppose that  is
@nite and PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈; ; L〉 is polynomial-time solvable. Then, SIMILARITY
COMPUTATION W.R.T. 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 is polynomial-time solvable.
In practice, we often use a pattern system 〈; ; L〉 such that  is 2nite and PATTERN
MATCHING OF 〈; ; L〉 is linear-time solvable. In this case, we have:
Theorem 3. Let 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 be a homomorphic SRS. Suppose that  is
@nite and PATTERN MATCHING OF 〈; ; L〉 is linear-time solvable. Then, SIMILARITY
COMPUTATION W.R.T. 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 can be solved in O(n4) time and space, where
n is the input length. Moreover, if
⋃
∈ L() is @nite, the time and space complexities
become O(n2).
Proof. We construct the weighted grid graph for strings x and y with respect to the
SRS 〈; (∪)∗; L; score〉 in the following manner:
Step 1. For all integers i1 and i2 with 06i16i26|x|, compute the set Match(x[i1+1 :
i2]), and for all integers j1 and j2 with 06j16j26|y|, compute the set Match(y[j1+1 :
j2]).
Step 2. For any pair of distinct vertices (i1; j1) and (i2; j2) such that 06i16i26|x|
and 06j16j26|y|, compute the intersection of Match(x[i1+1 : i2]) and Match(y[j1+
1 : j2]). If the intersection is not empty, create an edge from (i1; j1) to (i2; j2) labeled
with the maximum of score() for  in the intersection.
Since the set Match(w) occupies only O(1) space and can be computed in O(|w|)
time for any string w in ∗, Step 1 can be performed in O(|x|3 + |y|3) time using
O(|x|2 + |y|2) space, and Step 2 requires O(|x|2|y|2) time and space. The proof of the
2rst half is complete.
Next, suppose
⋃
∈ L() is 2nite. Then, there exists a positive number d such that
|w|¿d implies w =∈L() for all ∈. Hence, we can add to Step 1 and to Step 2 the
conditions that i2 − i16d and j2 − j16d. Then, Step 1 and Step 2 can be performed
in O(|x|+ |y|) time and space and in O(|x||y|) time and space, respectively. The proof
is now complete.
It can be readily con2rmed that the SRSs shown in the previous subsection that
correspond to the Hamming distance, the edit distance, and the weighted edit distance,
satisfy all the conditions of the above corollary. This coincides with the fact that
the similarity computation for these measures can be performed in at most quadratic
time. The exception is the SRS for the LCS measure, namely, it has a wildcard ?
with L(?)=∗, which violates the condition that
⋃
∈ L() is 2nite. However, there
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is an equivalent homomorphic SRS that satis2es the conditions. That is, the LCS
measure can be de2ned by the SRS consisting of the homomorphic pattern system
〈; (∪{ })∗; L〉 with L( )=∪{}, and the homomorphic pattern-score function
score : (∪{ })∗→R such that score( )= 0 and score(c)= 1 for any c∈. Thus,
the similarity computation for the LCS measure can also be computed in quadratic
time. Although the two SRSs are equivalent, the former may be preferred over the
latter, as the common patterns obtained as a result of the similarity computation are
much simpler.
2.6. SRSs with non-homomorphic pattern-score function
In the de2nition of a homomorphic SRS, we restricted the pattern-score function to
a homomorphism from the monoid (∪)∗ to R. The score of a pattern is therefore
the total sum of the scores of the characters and wildcards occurring in the pattern.
Now, we ease this restriction, that is, we consider a combination of a homomorphic
pattern system and a non-homomorphic pattern-score function. Below, we de2ne the
class of semi-homomorphic SRSs. The purpose of introducing this class is to de2ne a
class of SRSs with which the design and modi2cation of measures is simple, not to
produce a larger class of similarity measures.
Let D be a subset of (∪)+ with ∪⊆D, and suppose a pattern-score function
score is de2ned on the domain D. We extend score to the domain (∪)∗ as follows.
A factorization of a pattern  in (∪)+ with respect to D is a sequence (1; : : : ; ‘)
of patterns 1; : : : ; ‘ in D (‘¿0), such that = 1 : : : ‘. Note that since ∪⊆D,
every  in (∪)+ has at least one factorization with respect to D. The idea is to
2nd the ‘best’ factorization (1; : : : ; ‘) of  with respect to D. The score of  not in
D is de2ned to be the maximum sum of score(1); : : : ; score(‘). More formally,
score()= max
{
‘∑
i=1
score(i)
∣∣∣∣ (1; : : : ; ‘) is a factorization of  w:r:t: D
}
:
We say that the extended score function is induced by the pair of D and score : D→R.
Denition 8. A pattern-score function de2ned on (∪)∗ is semi-homomorphic, if it
is induced by a pair of
(1) a subset D of (∪)+ with ∪⊆D and,
(2) a function score: D→R satisfying that for any 1; : : : ; ‘∈D with 1; : : : ; ‘∈D,
score(1; : : : ; ‘)¿score(1) + · · · score(‘).
We note that the pair (D; score) should be restricted so that the induced pattern-score
function is polynomial-time computable.
Denition 9. A semi-homomorphic SRS is a combination of a homomorphic pattern
system 〈; (∪)∗; L〉 and a semi-homomorphic pattern-score function score: (∪)∗
→R.
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In the next section, we design a semi-homomorphic SRS by combining the homo-
morphic pattern system 〈; (∪{?})∗; L〉 with L(?)=∗ with a semi-homomorphic
pattern-score function, in order to 2nd instances of Honkadori from anthologies of
Waka poems. In addition, the measures for musical sequence comparison proposed
in [8] were de2ned as semi-homomorphic SRSs, and were shown to be superior to
Mongeau and Sanko5’s measure [10].
Whereas the class of semi-homomorphic SRSs is a proper superset of the class of
homomorphic SRSs, the classes of similarity measures de2ned by them are shown to
be identical.
Theorem 4. For every semi-homomorphic SRS, there exists an equivalent homomor-
phic SRS.
Proof. Let S be an SRS consisting of a homomorphic pattern system (〈; (∪)∗; L)
and the semi-homomorphic pattern-score function induced by a pair of D and score: D
→R. We shall construct a homomorphic SRS which is equivalent to S. Let FD= { F | 
∈D}. Let us de2ne a mapping FL : FD→ 2∗ by FL( F)=L() for all ∈D. Also, de-
2ne a mapping score : FD→R by score( F)= score() for all ∈D. Extend the map-
pings FL and score to the domain (∪ FD)∗ in the standard manner. Then, the SRS
〈; (∪ FD)∗; FL; score〉 is homomorphic and equivalent to S.
The main advantage of using a semi-homomorphic SRS is that the patterns obtained
as a result of similarity computation may be simpler to interpret.
2.7. SRSs with non-homomorphic pattern systems
As demonstrated above, we can handle a variety of string (dis)similarities by chang-
ing the pattern system and the pattern-score function. The pattern systems appearing
in the above examples are, however, restricted to be homomorphic. Here, we shall
indicate SRSs with non-homomorphic pattern systems.
Order-free patterns: An order-free pattern over  (or a fragmentary pattern) is
a multiset {u1; : : : ; u‘} of ‘¿0 non-empty strings u1; : : : ; u‘∈+, and is denoted by
[u1; : : : ; u‘].
Denition 10 (Order-free pattern system). The order-free pattern system on  is the
pattern system 〈;; L〉 such that
(1)  is the set of order-free patterns over , and
(2) the function L maps [u1; : : : ; u‘]∈ to the language L([u1; : : : ; u‘]) that contains
all strings expressed by
v0u*(1)v1u*(2) · · · v‘−1u*(‘)v‘;
where v0; v1; : : : ; v‘ are arbitrary strings in ∗ and (*(1); : : : ; *(‘)) is an arbitrary
permutation of the integers 1; : : : ; ‘.
For example, the language of the pattern [abc; de] is ∗abc∗de∗ ∪∗de∗abc∗.
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Clearly, PATTERN MATCHING OF ORDER-FREE PATTERN SYSTEM is polynomial-time solvable
if no pair of strings in an order-free pattern shares a common string as a pre2x and a
suLx; it becomes a simple ‘AND’ query of multiple string patterns, since strings in a
pattern cannot overlap. On the contrary, in general, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5 (Hori et al. [7]). PATTERN MATCHING OF ORDER-FREE PATTERN SYSTEM is NP-
complete.
Let # be a symbol not in . For order-free patterns 1 and 2 over , we write
14 2 if 1 matches the string u1# : : : u‘# in (∪{#})∗, where 2 = [u1; : : : ; u‘].
(Here the function L is naturally extended to map a pattern to a language L(1) over
∪{#}.) We write 1≺ 2 if 1 2 and 1 
= 2. A pattern-score function score is
strictly increasing with respect to ≺ if 1≺ 2 implies score(1)¡score(2). For ex-
ample, let score1([u1; : : : ; u‘])=
∑‘
i=1 |ui| and score2([u1; : : : ; u‘])=
∑‘
i=1 |ui|2. Then,
score2 is strictly increasing, while score1 is not.
Theorem 6 (Hori et al. [7]). SIMILARITY COMPUTATION W.R.T. SRS WITH ORDER-FREE
PATTERN SYSTEM is NP-hard for an arbitrary pattern-score function that is strictly
increasing.
In Section 4, we design two SRSs with order-free patterns for 2nding similar poems
from anthologies of Waka poems.
Angluin’s patterns: The pattern languages, introduced by Angluin [1], are also in-
teresting for our framework.
Denition 11 (Angluin pattern system). The Angluin pattern system on  is the pat-
tern system 〈; (∪V )+; L〉 such that
(1) V is an in2nite set {x1; x2; : : :} of variables with ∩V = ∅, and
(2) L() is the set of strings  · , such that , is an arbitrary homomorphism from
(∪V )∗ to ∗ such that c · ,= c for every c∈ and x · , 
=  for every x∈V .
For example, ax1bx2x1 is a pattern, where a; b∈, and its language is L(ax1bx2x1)=
{aubvu | u; v∈+}.
Theorem 7 (Angluin [1]). PATTERN MATCHING OF ANGLUIN PATTERN SYSTEM is NP-
complete.
Theorem 8 (Yamamoto et al. [18]). SIMILARITY COMPUTATION W.R.T. SRS WITH ANGLUIN
PATTERN SYSTEM is, in general, NP-hard.
In [18], similarity computation using SRSs with Angluin patterns was discussed in
the context of 2nding repetitive expressions from Waka poems.
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Table 1
Best correspondence between Kokin-ShFu #147 and Shin-Kokin-ShFu #216 under the linewise LCS measure
Kokin-ShFu #147 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #216 Similarity
1: HO-TO-TO-KI-SU 1: HO-TO-TO-KI-SU 5
2: NA-KA-NA-KU-SA-TO-NO 4: NA-KA-NA-KU-SA-TO-NO 7
3: A-MA-TA-A-RE-HA 5: YO-SO-NO-YU-FU-KU-RE 1
4: NA-HO-U-TO-MA-RE-NU 2: NA-HO-U-TO-MA-RE-NU 7
5: O-MO-FU-MO-NO-KA-RA 3: KO-KO-RO-KA-NA 1
3. Similarity measures for nding instances of Honkadori
In this section, we consider de2ning similarity between Waka poems appropriate to
2nding instances of Honkadori.
3.1. Alternation of line order
In Honkadori, a large proportion of the expressions from an earlier poem are used
in a new one. A poet must therefore take care to prevent his or her poem from
merely being an imitation. Fujiwara-no-Teika gave the following rules in his writings
for beginners “Kindai-ShFuka” (Modern excellent poems; 1209) and “Eiga-no-Taigai”
(A basis of composing poems; ca 1221).
• The use of expressions from the poem alluded to should be limited to at most two
lines and an additional three or four characters.
• The expressions from the poem alluded to should be located di5erently.
• The topic should be changed.
The second item forces us to consider all the possible correspondences between the
lines of two poems. Since a poem consists of 2ve lines, there are 5!= 120 di5erent
correspondences. We shall compute a best correspondence that maximizes the sum of
similarity values between paired lines, and de2ne the similarity between the two poems
to be the maximum sum. Let us call this measure the linewise LCS measure.
Consider the two poems of Fig. 1. If we use the linewise LCS measure, the
permutation (1; 4; 5; 2; 3) yields the correspondence that gives the maximum value 21
(see Table 1).
3.2. Estimating performance of similarity measures
We want a suLcient number of pairs of Waka poems, each pair of which is tagged
to indicate whether it is an instance of Honkadori, to estimate the performance of
similarity measures. If we have such a collection, it is also possible to apply a learning
algorithm that learns a good similarity measure from the poem-pairs, by regarding them
as positive and negative examples according to their tags.
By using annotated books of Shin-Kokin-ShFu [9,15], we made a machine-readable
list of Shin-Kokin-ShFu poems which were composed based on Kokin-ShFu poems.
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However, the list is incomplete in the sense that many instances of Honkadori are
not indicated in these books. Most of them may never have been pointed out. The mo-
tivation for this study is to 2nd previously unnoticed instances, not to recon2rm known
instances. For this reason, we do not adopt the standard learning-by-example approach
for determining a good similarity measure. We decided to design similarity measures
manually.
In order to estimate the performance of similarity measures, we used a limited num-
ber of positive and negative examples. They are from ShFugyoku-ShFu, a private an-
thology by the priest Jien (1155–1225). The 100 poems numbered from 3472 to 3571
of this anthology were composed as allusive variations of Kokin-ShFu poems, and the
poems alluded to were identi2ed by annotations. We used these 100 pairs of allusive
variations as positive examples, and the other 9900 combinations between the two sets
of 100 poems as negative examples. These data are inadequate for learning similarity
measure because the positive examples are due to only one poet.
Using these data, we estimated the performance of the linewise LCS measure. It was
found that 96% of the positive examples had similarity values greater than or equal
to 10, and 96% of the negative examples had similarity values less than or equal to
10. This implies that an appropriate threshold value can classify the positive and the
negative examples with high precision.
Let us denote by SuccP(t) the number of positive examples with a similarity greater
than or equal to t divided by the number of all positive examples, and by SuccN (t) the
number of negative examples with a similarity less than t divided by the number of
all negative examples. The best threshold t is then de2ned to be the one maximizing
the geometric mean
√
SuccP(t)× SuccN (t): In the case above, we obtained a threshold
t=11 which gives the maximum value
√
0:9200× 0:9568=0:9382.
3.3. Improvement of linewise LCS measure
See the instance of Honkadori shown in Fig. 3. The best correspondence for these
poems is given by the permutation (1; 5; 4; 2; 3). See Table 2. It can be seen from the
table that the three pairs from the top have scores 2, 1, and 1, respectively, although
these pairs seem completely dissimilar. That is, these scores should be lower. On the
other hand, the last pair has a score of 4, and the members of the pair are relatively
similar. Compare the common pattern “YA ? TO?” of the 2rst paired lines, with the
common pattern “KA-RE-NU ? HA” of the last paired lines. The observation tells us that
the continuity of the symbols in a common pattern is an important factor. We will
de2ne a pattern-score function score so that score(?abcd?)¿score(?ab ? cd), for
example.
Let us focus on the length of clusters of symbols in patterns. For example, the
clusters in a pattern ?a ? bc ? d? are a, bc, and d from the left, and their lengths
are 1, 2, and 1, respectively. Suppose we are given a mapping f from the set of
positive integers into the set of real numbers, and let the score score() of the pattern
= ? a ? bc ? d? be f(1) + f(2) + f(1). For our purpose, the mapping f must
satisfy the conditions f(n)¿0 and f(n+m)¿f(n) + f(m), for any positive integers
n and m. There are in2nitely many mappings that satisfy the conditions. Here, we
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Poem alluded to. (Kokin-ShFu #315) Minamoto-no-Muneyuki.
YA-MA-SA-TO-HA
FU-YU-SO-SA-HI-SHI-SA
MA-SA-RI-KE-RU
HI-TO-ME-MO-KU-SA-MO
KA-RE-NU-TO-O-MO-HE-HA
A hamlet in mountain is the drearier in winter.
I feel that there is no one to see
and no green around.
Allusive-variation. (ShFugyoku-ShFu #3528) Jien.
YA-TO-SA-HI-TE
HI-TO-ME-MO-KU-SA-MO
KA-RE-NU-RE-HA
SO-TE-NI-SO-NO-KO-RU
A-KI-NO-SHI-RA-TSU-YU
My home has been deserted.
Now in autumn, there is no one to see
And no green around.
There’s a pearl dew left on my sleeve.
Fig. 3. Instance of Honkadori.
Table 2
Best correspondence between Kokin-ShFu #315 and ShFugyoku-ShFu #3528 under the linewise LCS measure
Kokin-ShFu #315 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #3528 Similarity
1: YA-MA-SA-TO-HA 1: YA-TO-SA-HI-TE 2
2: FU-YU-SO-SA-HI-SHI-SA 5: A-KI-NO-SHI-RA-TSU-YU 1
3: MA-SA-RI-KE-RU 4: SO-TE-NI-SO-NO-KO-RU 1
4: HI-TO-ME-MO-KU-SA-MO 2: HI-TO-ME-MO-KU-SA-MO 7
5: KA-RE-NU-TO-O-MO-HE-HA 3: KA-RE-NU-RE-HA 4
restrict f to the form f(n)= n− s (0¡s61). We call the measure the modi@ed LCS
measure.
Denition 12. The modi@ed LCS measure is represented by the semi-homomorphic
SRS consisting of the homomorphic pattern system 〈; (∪{?})∗; L〉 with L(?)=∗
and the semi-homomorphic pattern-score function induced by the pair (D; score) such
that D=+ ∪{?} and
score() =
{ || − s if  ∈ +;
0 if = ? :
For this measure, we have the following result.
Theorem 9. The similarity value between strings x; y in ∗ with respect to the
modi@ed LCS measure can be computed in O((|x|+ |y|)3) time.
Proof. From the semi-homomorphic SRS of De2nition 12, we can obtain an equivalent
homomorphic SRS in the same way as the proof of Theorem 4. Since the wildcard
? matches any string, the weighted grid graph for strings x; y∈∗ with respect to
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this homomorphic SRS has 0((|x| + |y|)4) edges. However, this can be reduced to
0((|x|+ |y|)3) as follows.
It can be seen that the semi-homomorphic SRS of De2nition 12 is equivalent to
the semi-homomorphic SRS consisting of the homomorphic pattern system 〈; (∪
{ })∗; L′〉 with L′( )=∪{} and the semi-homomorphic pattern-score function in-
duced by (D′; score′) such that D′=+ ∪{ } and score′()= || − s, if ∈+, and
otherwise (i.e., =  ), 0. The weighted grid graph for strings x; y∈∗ with respect to
the corresponding equivalent homomorphic SRS has X((|x|+ |y|)3) edges, and can be
built in the following fashion:
Step 1: For each vertex (i; j) and a positive integer k¿0, create an outgoing edge
into the vertex (i+k; j+k) labeled with the real number f(k), if i+k6|x|, j+k6|y|,
and x[i + 1 : i + k] =y[j + 1 : j + k].
Step 2: For each vertex (i; j), create an outgoing edge into each of the vertices
(i; j + 1), (i + 1; j + 1), and (i + 1; j) labeled with score′( )= 0, unless there already
exists an edge created in Step 1.
The construction takes O((|x|+ |y|)3) time.
We shall use the modi2ed LCS measure to quantify the similarity between the paired
lines of two poems. Let us call the resulting similarity measure the modi@ed linewise
LCS measure. For a parameter s varying from 0 through 1, we computed the threshold
t that maximizes the previously mentioned geometric mean. The maximum value of
the geometric mean was obtained for a parameter s=0:9 and for a threshold t=8:9,
and the value was
√
0:9600;× 0:9680=0:9604.
3.4. Application to two imperial anthologies
We compared two anthologies Kokin-ShFu (compiled in 922; 1111 poems) and Shin-
Kokin-ShFu (compiled in 1205; 2005 poems), which are known as the best two of
the 21 imperial anthologies, and have been studied most extensively. We computed
the similarity values for each of the over 2,000,000 combinations in order to 2nd the
Shin-Kokin-ShFu poems that allude to Kokin-ShFu poems (not forgetting that many Shin-
Kokin-ShFu poems allude to poems in anthologies other than Kokin-ShFu). We used the
results of the linewise LCS measure and the modi2ed linewise LCS measure.
Table 3 shows the frequency distributions of similarity values.
We 2rst veri2ed that changing from the linewise LCS measure to the modi2ed
linewise LCS measure improves the results in the sense that most of the pairs which
are not very similar as poems, but which had relatively high similarity, now have
relatively low similarity.
Next we examined the 2rst 73 pairs, in decreasing order of the modi2ed linewise
LCS measure, that have a similarity value greater than or equal to 11. It was found
that 50 of the 73 pairs were indicated as instances of Honkadori in [9,15], annotated
books [15,9] of Shin-Kokin-ShFu. The other 23 pairs were generally not considered to
be instances of Honkadori, although some of them seem to be possible instances. Note
that such judgments are to some extent subjective.
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Table 3
Frequency distributions of similarity values for two measures. Each numeral in parentheses implies the
number of poem pairs which are indicated as instances of Honkadori in the annotated books [9,15] of
Shin-Kokin-ShFu
Sim. Freq. Cumulat. Freq.
Linewise LCS measure
23 1 1
22 0 1
21 3 4
20 4 8
19 5 13
18 26 39
17 52 91
16 114 205
15 268 473
14 916 1389
13 3311 4700
12 13047 17747
11 50284 68031
10 162910 230941
9 394504 625445
8 632954 1258399
7 588882 1847281
6 288190 2135471
5 66873 2202344
4 6843 2209187
3 318 2209505
2 5 2209510
1 0 2209510
0 0 2209510
Modi2ed linewise LCS measure
16–17 2(1) 2(1)
15–16 1(1) 3(2)
14–15 4(4) 7(6)
13–14 8(6) 15(12)
12–13 26(18) 41(30)
11–12 32(20) 73(50)
10–11 77( ) 150( )
9–10 137( ) 287( )
8–9 332( ) 619( )
7–8 1066( ) 1685( )
6–7 3160( ) 4845( )
5–6 10089( ) 14934( )
4–5 35407( ) 50341( )
3–4 134145( ) 184486( )
2–3 433573( ) 618059( )
1–2 873904( ) 1491963( )
0–1 717547( ) 2209510( )
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Table 4
Two exceptions. The pairs respectively have expressions “NO-A-MA-NO SHI-HO-YA-KU-KE-FU-RI KA-SE-WO-
I-TA-MI” and “HA-RU-KA-SU-MI TA-NA-HI-KU-YA-MA-NO” in common, which are stereotypical expressions
in Waka poems. Neither pair can be considered as instances of Honkadori
Pair Rank (sim.)
Kokin-ShFu #708 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #1592 1 (16.5)
SU-MA-NO-A-MA-NO SHI-KA-NO-A-MA-NO
SHI-HO-YA-KU-KE-FU-RI SHI-HO-YA-KU-KE-FU-RI
KA-SE-WO-I-TA-MI KA-SE-WO-I-TA-MI
O-MO-HA-NU-KA-TA-NI TA-CHI-HA-NO-HO-RA-TE
TA-NA-HI-KI-NI-KE-RI YA-MA-NI-TA-NA-HI-KU
Kokin-ShFu #684 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #1448 12 (13.4)
HA-RU-KA-SU-MI MU-RA-SA-KI-NO
TA-NA-HI-KU-YA-MA-NO KU-MO-NI-MO-A-RA-TE
SA-KU-RA-HA-NA HA-RU-KA-SU-MI
MI-RE-TO-MO-A-KA-NU TA-NA-HI-KU-YA-MA-NO
KI-MI-NI-MO-A-RU-KA-NA KA-HI-HA-NA-NI-SO-MO
Of the 2rst 15 pairs, all but two pairs were identi2ed as instances of Honkadori in
[9,15]. The two exceptions are shown in Table 4. It seems that the poems of the 2rst
pair were composed based on the same idea, but cannot be considered as an instance of
Honkadori. The second pair also contained a long expression “HA-RU-KA-SU-MI TA-NA-HI-
KU-YA-MA-NO”. This expression was frequently used in Waka poems, so cannot be consid-
ered a speci2c allusion. By considering the frequencies of the expressions, the similarity
values of such pairs can be decreased, as shown in Section 4.2.
It should be emphasized that the pair shown in Fig. 4, which ranked 55th in the
modi2ed linewise LCS measure, was apparently an instance of Honkadori of which we
can 2nd no indication in [9,15]. It is considered that this pair has been overlooked in
the long research history of Waka poetry. Note the rank of this pair in the linewise
LCS measure was 92–205.
The experimental results imply that the modi2ed linewise LCS measure is e5ective
in 2nding similar poems. 4
4. Handling various types of similarity
It is simplistic to consider that there is a unique similarity measure suitable for
2nding instance of Honkadori. There are various ways of composing a poem based
on an earlier poem, and 2nding pairs of similar poems is signi2cant even if they are
not instances of Honkadori. To cope with variety of similarity, researchers must change
4 We cannot give a precise evaluation of the results since we have no complete list of instances of
Honkadori between the anthologies.
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Poem alluded to. (Kokin-ShFu #826) Sakanoue-no-Korenori.
A-FU-KO-TO-WO
NA-KA-RA-NO-HA-SHI-NO
NA-KA-RA-HE-TE
KO-HI-WA-TA-RU-MA-NI
TO-SHI-SO-HE-NI-KE-RU
Without seeing you,
I have lived on
Adoring you ever
Like the ancient bridge of Nagara
And many years have passed on.
Allusive-variation. (Shin-Kokin-ShFu #1636) Nijoin Sanuki.
NA-KA-RA-HE-TE
NA-HO-KI-MI-KA-YO-WO
MA-TSU-YA-MA-NO
MA-TSU-TO-SE-SHI-MA-NI
TO-SHI-SO-HE-NI-KE-RU
Like the ancient pine tree of longevity
On the mount of expectation called “Matsuyama”,
I have lived on
Expecting your everlasting reign
And many years have passed on.
Fig. 4. Discovered instance of Honkadori.
their similarity measures. This can be easily done in our framework, by changing only
the pattern set and the pattern-score function, as shown below.
4.1. Using order-free patterns
Consider the two instances shown in Table 5. It can be seen that in the 2rst instance,
the strings “KE-FU-RI” and “TA-E,” originally in the second line, appear separately in the
second and the third lines of the new poem, and that the strings “SHI-HO-KA-MA-NO-U-RA,”
originally crossed the boundary between the third and fourth lines, becoming the 2fth
line of the new poem. The modi2ed linewise LCS measure is not suited for such
situations since it does not care about alternation of word order, but only of line order.
In reality, the pair had a similarity value 10.6 and ranked 92nd in this measure. The
situation is similar in the second instance of Table 5.
To overcome this problem, we will stop line permutation and compare whole poems
by using a similarity measure based on the order-free patterns (fragmentary patterns),
de2ned in Section 2.7.
Let us de2ne a new measure as follows.
Denition 13. The order-free pattern-based measure is represented by the SRS 〈;; L;
score〉, where (i)  is the set of order-free patterns, (ii) L : → 2∗ is the same as
de2ned in Section 2.7, and (iii) score : →R is the pattern-score function that maps
a pattern [u1; : : : ; uk ] to
∑k
i=1 f(ui), where f is a function from 
+ to R.
Let us denote by #c(x) the number of occurrences of a symbol c∈ within a string x.
If f(w)=w for all w in
∑+, then the similarity between x and y is simply given by∑
c min{#c(x); #c(y)}. In general, the number of possible common patterns is at most
∏
c
max{#c(x); #c(y)}!
|#c(x)− #c(y)|! : (1)
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Table 5
Instances of Honkadori with word-order alternations. The ranks and the similarity values are shown for the
modi2ed linewise LCS measure and the order-free pattern-based measure, respectively
Pair Rank (sim.)
Kokin-ShFu #852 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #674 92 (10.6) 5 (19)
KI-MI-MA-SA-TE FU-RU-YU-KI-NI
KE-FU-RI-TA-E-NI-SHI TA-KU-MO-NO-KE-FU-RI
SHI-HO-KA-MA-NO KA-KI-TA-E-TE
U-RA-SA-HI-SHI-KU-MO SA-HI-SHI-KU-MO-A-RU-KA
MI-E-WA-TA-RU-KA-NA SHI-O-KA-MA-NO-U-RA
Kokin-ShFu #125 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #1162 161 (9.7) 5 (19)
KA-HA-TSU-NA-KU A-SHI-HI-KI-NO
I-TE-NO-YA-MA-FU-KI YA-MA-FU-KI-NO-HA-NA
CHI-RI-NI-KE-RI CHI-RI-NI-KE-RI
HA-NA-NO-SA-KA-RI-NI I-TE-NO-KA-HA-TSU-HA
A-HA-MA-SHI-MO-NO-WO I-MA-YA-NA-KU-RA-MU
The product is not very large in our data, because |x| and |y| are not large (approxi-
mately 31), and the alphabet size is relatively large (49).
Here we used function f de2ned by
f(w) =
{ |w| if |w| ¿ 1;
0 otherwise:
We note this measure gives the geometric mean
√
0:9900× 0:9507=0:9702, which is
better than the means for the two measures discussed in the previous section.
Table 6 shows the most similar pairs between Kokin-ShFu and Shin-Kokin-ShFu under
this measure. In the 2rst pair, we can see that the words “U-CHI-NO” and “HA-SHI-HI-ME”,
originally in the 2fth line of the Kokin-ShFu #689 poem, appear separately in the 2rst
and last lines of the Shin-Kokin-ShFu #636 poem. Moreover, the expressions “KO-RO-MO”
and “KA-TA-SHI-KI” are transposed in the second line. The situation is similar in the
second pair. These pairs, respectively, had similarity values 11.5 and 10.5, and ranked
55th and 121st in the modi2ed linewise LCS measure. Moreover, both the pairs of
Table 5 have a similarity value 19 and rank 5th in the new measure.
We modi2ed the similarity measure but did not intend an improvement. The new
measure is not always superior to the modi2ed linewise LCS measure. It should be
re-emphasized that an e5ective measure varies depending on the researcher’s view. The
order-free pattern-based measure seems e5ective, especially when the researchers are
interested in commonly used combinations of words, rather than in expressions.
4.2. Rarity-based measure
Again from Table 4, although the second pair (Kokin-ShFu #684 and Shin-Kokin-
ShFu #1448) is not an instance of Honkadori, it ranked 12th and 16th in the modi2ed
linewise LCS measure and in the order-free pattern-based measure, respectively. This
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Table 6
The most similar pairs between Kokin-ShFu and Shin-Kokin-ShFu under the order-free pattern-based measure.
The 2rst column shows the pairs of poems. The second column has two subcolumns: the left shows the ranks
under the modi2ed linewise LCS measure, and the right shows the ranks under the order-free pattern-based
measure
Pair Rank (sim.)
Kokin-ShFu #689 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #636 55 (11.5) 1 (21)
SA-MU-SHI-RO-NI HA-SHI-HI-ME-NO
KO-RO-MO-KA-TA-SHI-KI KA-TA-SHI-KI-KO-RO-MO
KO-YO-HI-MO-YA SA-MU-SHI-RO-NI
WA-RE-WO-MA-TSU-RA-MU MA-TSU-YO-MU-NA-SHI-KI
U-CHI-NO-HA-SHI-HI-ME U-CHI-NO-A-KE-HO-NO
Kokin-ShFu #108 Shin-Kokin-ShFu #109 121 (10.5) 1 (21)
HA-NA-NO-CHI-RU KA-SU-MI-TA-TSU
KO-TO-YA-WA-HI-SHI-KI HA-RU-NO-YA-MA-HE-NI
HA-RU-KA-SU-MI SA-KU-RA-HA-NA
TA-TSU-TA-NO-YA-MA-NO A-KA-SU-CHI-RU-TO-YA
U-KU-HI-SU-NO-KO-E U-KU-HI-SU-NO-NA-KU
is caused by the common expression “Ha-ru-ka-su-mi-ta-na-hi-ku-ya-ma-no,” which is
a stereotypical expression and frequently appears in Waka poems. As mentioned above,
a highly frequent expression could not allude to a particular poem. Generally speaking,
if the common structure of two objects is also observed frequently in other objects,
then it is useless to point out the resemblance. Conversely, if we observed that two
objects have a very rare structure in common, then it might be considered a reMection
of a direct e5ect from one to the other.
Hence, a new idea is to assign a smaller score to a pattern if it is not rare, i.e.,
it appears frequently in other strings (poems).
Denition 14. Let S be a 2nite set of strings in +. The rarity of a pattern  in 
with respect to S is
log2(1=Pr(; S));
where Pr(; S) denotes the probability of  occurring within S.
We would use the rarity of a pattern directly as its score. In the case of order-free
patterns, we assume, for simplicity, that
Pr([u1; : : : ; u‘]; S) =
‘∏
i=1
Pr(ui; S);
where Pr(u; S) denotes the probability of a string u occurring within S. The probability
Pr(u; S) can be obtained by
Pr(u; S) =
|S ∩ L(∗u∗)|
|S| :
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Then we obtain, from the above assumption
score([u1; : : : ; u‘]) = −
‘∑
i=1
log(Pr(ui; S));
where we put log2(Pr(u; S))= 0 for |u|=1.
We call the above-de2ned measure the rarity-based measure.
If we construct from S the Directed Acyclic Word Graph (DAWG) [3], which is
computed in O(‖S‖) time and space, then the score of a pattern [u1; : : : ; u‘] common
to strings x and y can be computed in O(
∑‘
i=1 |ui|)=O(min{|x|; |y|}) time. The com-
putation is performed for all possible patterns, and the number of patterns is limited
by the bound of (1).
We compared Kokin-ShFu and Shin-Kokin-ShFu using the rarity-based measure. We
used as S all the poems of the 21 imperial anthologies, which include Kokin-ShFu and
Shin-Kokin-ShFu. As a result, we succeeded in reducing the similarity value between
the poems Kokin-ShFu #684 and Shin-Kokin-ShFu # 1448, referred to at the beginning of
the subsection (see Table 4), to 93rd; these ranked 16th in the order-free pattern-based
measure.
The frequency distributions of similarity values for the order-free pattern-based mea-
sure and the rarity-based measure are shown in Table 7.
As in Table 3, the numerals in parentheses show the corresponding numbers of
poem pairs which are indicated as instances of Honkadori in the annotated books
[15,9] of Shin-Kokin-ShFu. By this criterion, the order-free pattern-based measure and
the rarity-based measure seem to be inferior to the modi2ed linewise LCS
measure.
There are many pairs which ranked relatively lowly in the modi2ed linewise LCS
measure and the order-free pattern-based measure, and rank highly in the rarity-based
measure. Figs. 5–7 give such pairs, in which the second author (a Waka researcher)
was interested.
The ranks of the three pairs for: (i) the modi2ed linewise LCS measure, (ii) the
order-free pattern-based measure, and (iii) the rarity-based measure were changed as
916→ 214→ 36, 620→ 213→ 38, and 52; 997→ 1; 068→ 67, respectively. The ranks
for the rarity-based measure have risen dramatically, especially in the third pair (Kokin-
ShFu #643 and Shin-Kokin-ShFu #1172).
The poems of the 2rst pair are both Ga-no-Uta (“poems in celebration of long life”),
and it can be said that we have found a commonly used technique for a longevity
celebration.
The Shin-Kokin-ShFu poem of the second pair is a re-recording from an earlier an-
thology ManyFo-ShFu. The Kokin-ShFu poem has a close aLnity with this poem, so there
is a possibility that one is a variation of the other.
The poems of the third pair use in a very similar fashion the poetic devices Engo
(“associative word,” “association”) and Kakekotoba (“pivot-words”). The subject of
these poems is “Kinu-ginu” (the scene of lovers parting in the early morning), and
it can be said that we have discovered a common technique for describing the sorrow
of this particular scene.
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Table 7
Frequency distributions for the order-free pattern-based measure and the rarity-based measure. Each numeral
in parentheses shows the number of poem pairs which are indicated as instances of Honkadori in the
annotated books [9,15] of Shin-Kokin-ShFu
Sim. Freq. Cumulat. Freq.
Order-free pattern-based measure
21 2(2) 2(2)
20 2(1) 4(3)
19 4(4) 8(7)
18 7(5) 15(12)
17 11(9) 26(21)
16 22(11) 48(32)
15 54(20) 102(52)
14 110( ) 212( )
13 247( ) 459( )
12 608( ) 1067( )
11 1506( ) 2573( )
10 3534( ) 6107( )
9 7847( ) 13954( )
8 20744( ) 34698( )
7 30312( ) 65010( )
6 104053( ) 169063( )
5 70713( ) 239776( )
4 370354( ) 610130( )
3 75323( ) 685453( )
2 792725( ) 1478178( )
1 0( ) 1478178( )
0 731332( ) 2209510( )
Rarity-based measure
46–48 1(1) 1(1)
44–46 1(1) 2(2)
42–44 2(2) 4(4)
40–42 4(2) 8(6)
38–40 4(3) 12(9)
36–38 8(5) 20(14)
34–36 17(11) 37(25)
32–34 31(18) 68(43)
30–32 55(18) 123(61)
28–30 117( ) 240( )
26–28 256( ) 496( )
24–26 547( ) 1043( )
22–24 1285( ) 2328( )
20–22 2850( ) 5178( )
18–20 6285( ) 11463( )
16–18 13624( ) 25087( )
14–16 27532( ) 52619( )
12–14 54444( ) 107063( )
10–12 97295( ) 204358( )
8–10 171823( ) 376181( )
6–8 253714( ) 629895( )
4–6 368142( ) 998037( )
2–4 480141( ) 1478178( )
0–2 731332( ) 2209510( )
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Kokin-ShFu #1085.
KI-MI-KA-YO-HA
KA-KI-RI-MO-A-RA-SHI
NA-KA-HA-MA-NO
MA-SA-KO-NO-KA-SU-HA
YO-MI-TSU-KU-SU-TO-MO
The number of your age will be endless,
Even if the numberless sands
of Nagahama beach should be counted.
Shin-Kokin-ShFu #710.
KI-MI-KA-YO-NO
TO-SHI-NO-KA-SU-WO-HA
SHI-RO-TA-HE-NO
HA-MA-NO-MA-SA-KO-TO
TA-RE-KA-SHI-KI-KE-MU
Who strewed the white sands of Shirahama
As many as the number of your age?
Fig. 5. The poems are both Ga-no-Uta (“poems in celebration of long life”) in which the limitless years
of “KI-MI-KA-YO” (“your life”) are compared to the numberless “MA-SA-KO” (“grains of sand”) on the
beach. We have thus found a commonly used technique for a longevity celebration. The common pattern
that maximizes the pattern score is [KI-MI-KA-YO, HA-MA-NO, MA-SA-KO, KA-SU].
5. Concluding remarks
We have introduced a uniform framework for similarity measures, called string re-
semblance systems, and using this framework we have developed three similarity mea-
sures suitable for 2nding similar Waka poems. The 2rst measure e5ectively 2nds in-
stances of Honkadori, and we succeeded in discovering several instances that have
been overlooked in the history of Japanese literature. The third measure models aLni-
ties between Waka poems as an order-free pattern and quanti2es its importance by
rarity. Using this measure we could 2nd poem pairs that have a close aLnity with
the possibility of excluding known stereotypical expressions. This is in contrast to the
result of the second measure, which also models the aLnities as an order-free pattern
but which quanti2es its importance only in a syntactic manner.
The proposed measures are useful in Waka research. We discovered aLnities of
some poems with earlier poems. This raised interesting issues for Waka studies, to
which we were able to provide convincing conclusions.
• We have proved that one of the most important poems by Fujiwara-no-Kanesuke, one
of the renowned 36 poets, was in fact based on a model poem found in Kokin-ShFu.
(See Fig. 8.) The same poem had been interpreted to show merely “frank expression
of parents’ care for their child”. Our study revealed, by extracting the same structure
between the two poems, that the poet’s compositional techniques were partly obscured
by the heart-warming feature of the poem [5].
• We have compared Tametada-ShFu, the mysterious anthology unidenti2ed in Japanese
literary history, with a number of private anthologies edited after the middle of the
Kamakura period (the 13th century) using the same method, and found that there are
similarities between approximately 10 pairs of poems in Tametada-ShFu and SFokon-
ShFu, an anthology by ShFotetsu. The result suggests that the mysterious anthology
was edited by a poet in the early Muromachi period (the 15th century). There has
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Kokin-ShFu #224.
HA-KI-KA-HA-NA
CHI-RU-RA-MU-WO-NO-NO
TSU-YU-SHI-MO-NI
NU-RE-TE-WO-YU-KA-MU
SA-YO-HA-FU-KU-TO-MO
I will go to see you even in the middle of night,
Wet by dews and frost, through the @eld
Where the Cowers of the bush clover must have fallen.
Shin-Kokin-ShFu #333.
A-KI-HA-KI-NO
SA-KI-CHI-RU-NO-HE-NO
YU-FU-TSU-YU-NI
NU-RE-TSU-TSU-KI-MA-SE
YO-HA-FU-KE-NU-TO-MO
Come and see me, wet with dews, through the @eld
Where the Cowers of the bush clover are blown and fallen
Even if you leave in the middle of night.
Fig. 6. The Shin-Kokin-ShFu poem is a re-recording from an earlier anthology ManyFo-ShFu. The Kokin-ShFu
poem has a close aLnity with this poem, so there is a possibility that one is a variation of the other. The
optimal common pattern is [HA-KI; CHI-RU; TSU-YU;NU-RE;YO-HA-FU; TO-MO].
Kokin-ShFu #643.
KE-SA-HA-SHI-MO
O-KI-KE-MU-KA-TA-MO
SHI-RA-SA-RI-TSU
O-MO-HI-I-TSU-RU-SO
KI-E-TE-KA-NA-SHI-KI
Alas! how did I rise this morning?
Like the frost which thawed and departed in the sunlight,
I feel lost in too much sadness when I try to remember it.
Shin-Kokin-ShFu #1172.
A-SA-KI-TSU-YU-NO
O-KI-TSU-RU-SO-RA-MO
O-MO-HO-E-SU
KI-E-KA-HE-RI-TSU-RU
KO-KO-RO-MA-TO-HI-NI
Alas! how did I rise this morning?
Broken-hearted, I felt as if evaporated
Just as the morning dew in the sunlight.
Fig. 7. The poems use in a very similar manner the poetic devices Engo (“associative word”, “associa-
tion”) and Kakekotoba (“pivot-words”). In Kokin-ShFu #643, the particles “SHI” and “MO” suggest “SHI-MO”
(“frost”), which is placed in an implicit metaphorical relationship to the speaker through association with
two Engo: “O-KI-KE-MU”, a form of “O-KU” (“get up”; “form”, as of frost or dew), and “KI-E-TE”, a form
of “KI-YU” (“vanish”, “die”; “faint”). On the other hand, “TSU-YU” (“dew”) is used in Shin-Kokin-ShFu
#1172, instead of “SHI-MO”, which associates with the same Engo: “O-KI-TSU-RU”, another form of “O-KU”,
and “KI-E”. The optimal common pattern is [O-KI; RI-TSU;O-MO;KI-E; TSU-RU].
been a dispute about the editing date since one scholar suggested the middle of the
Kamakura period as a probable date. We have developed strong evidence concerning
this problem [4].
Although the goal of this paper is to 2nd pairs of similar poems, the proposed method
2nds the highest scoring pattern common to each pair. In particular, the rarity-based
measure 2nds a pattern that appears in two poems being compared (positive exam-
ples), but that does not appear frequently in the other poems (negative examples). The
similarity computation for this measure is considered a case of one-side error mini-
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Poem alluded to. (Kokin-ShFu #585) Kiyohara-no-Fukayabu.
HI-TO-WO-O-MO-FU
KO-KO-RO-HA-KA-RI-NI
A-RA-NE-TO-MO
KU-MO-I-NI-NO-MI-SO
NA-KI-WA-TA-RU-KA-NA
As if it were a wild goose,
Crying loud among clouds,
My empty-heart like the sky does nothing
But cries within, adoring you.
Allusive-variation. (Gosen-ShFu #1102) Fujiwara-no-Kanesuke.
HI-TO-NO-O-YA-NO
KO-KO-RO-HA-YA-MI-NI
A-RA-NE-TO-MO
KO-WO-O-MO-FU-MI-CHI-NI
MA-TO-I-NU-RU-KA-NA
As if it were in darkness,
My parental heart
Is blind and lost in
The ways of caring about my child.
Fig. 8. Kanesuke’s masterpiece and its model poem that we discovered.
mization. Elsewhere [19], we also studied the problem of 2nding characteristic patterns,
consisting of auxiliary verbs and postpositional particles, from anthologies, and reported
successful results.
Waka poetry has played an extremely important role in prose works: Hikiuta, a
device based on particular allusions to Waka poems in the text of tales. This device is
used in tales written in the Heian era (794–1185) or later. It is not only used in dialogue
for aesthetic ends, but is also often used to form an integrated part of the narrative and
descriptive passages of the text. Identi2cation of instances of Hikiuta within relatively
long text of tales is therefore an important task in the study of classical Japanese
literature. The problem is closely related to the approximate string-matching problem
(see e.g., [11]), where the edit distance is used to measure the dissimilarity between
a pattern and its approximate occurrence within a text. To establish such a method on
the basis of the techniques for 2nding similar poems demonstrated so far, will be the
subject of future work.
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